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In Three Small Deaths, Joseph Peragine appropriates three movie scenes about the death of a child.  The artist opens the video with a sequence accompanied by the music of Bambi which sets a 

melancholy mood of loss and emotional upheaval.  As the video continues, Peragine transforms movie scenes from Short Cuts, The Ice Storm, and Trainspotting into animations drawn on the 

computer using a program called Flash.  To stay true to the directors’ scenes, Peragine imported scenes into Flash and then “rotoscoped,” or traced the footage to create drawings. According to the 

artist, this allowed him “to capture the cinematic style of each director and go beyond the typical animation technique of moving figures simply 

from right to left and back again.” 

 

The emotions in Three Small Deaths are as complex as the technology.  Using benign, brightly colored animals like bunnies and birds to play the 

characters, Peragine encourages viewers to let down their guard.  He then presents heart-wrenching scenes of parents losing their children.  

Peragine’s use of animals equalizes the characters, making it difficult for viewers to assess them based on superficial qualities such as age, 

dress or ethnicity.  Consequently, we learn about the characters in Three Small Deaths solely through their actions and reactions in a time of 

crisis. 

 

Peragine says Three Small Deaths was also an attempt to “reconcile lingering anxiety” left after the September eleventh attacks.  The artist, whose fear following the incident was felt most acutely as 

a parent, says, “The sense that I could ensure the safety of my family, that somehow I could make a difference, was shattered; and when shattered, it rained down like glass taking with it even the 

minutest sense of comfort.”  Joseph Peragine lives and works in Atlanta, Georgia where he is the Director of Undergraduate Studies and an Associate Professor of Drawing and Painting at Georgia 

State University. 


